Codecasa 42 Vintage
by Cantieri Navali Codecasa with Studio Annamaria and Franco Della Role
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ith its new Vintage Series, the famous Italian shipyard Codecasa sets
out on a voyage into the past to rediscover the immutable fascination
of a glorious era and bring back the eternal beauty of a classic
standard. The first fruit of this cultural and design concept is the
new Codecasa 42 model, the first hull of which was launched by the
Viareggio-based shipyard in June 2011.
After completing its maiden voyage, this gentleman’s yacht was displayed at the 21st
Monaco Yacht Show in September of the same year. In the prestigious setting of the
Monaco show, the new Codecasa mega yacht attracted the attention of all the show’s
visitors, who expressed great interest in the exclusive vessel.


With a vocation for long cruises, the new yacht
has external areas suggesting a vital symbiosis with
the surrounding marine environment while expressing
all its potential for open-air entertainment.

For the fittings a
luxurious but sober
style has been created,
with interiors
characterised by light
and the consistent
coordination of
furnishings and
decorative elements.
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Elegantly distinguished by the colour contrast of its blue painted hull and white
painted superstructure, the vessel by the historic shipyard has simple, traditional
lines drawing inspiration from times gone by.
It’s a legendary past, although not too distant, and the new yacht evokes its charm,
drawing on the distinctive features of ships that made nautical history and rose to
the rank of immortal legend.
Like these, the Vintage Series also aspires to be recognised as a renewed model of
classic beauty and the first Codecasa 42 Vintage, like its seductive image, is a
shining example of unostentatious elegance and could be considered as the yacht
that marks the start of a new era in shipbuilding, opening up a new frontier in the
most exclusive luxury sector. With its new yacht, Codecasa turns a nostalgic but not
melancholy gaze back on the past, although avoiding any vain celebration of values

that are now lost. Instead, Codecasa has demonstrated a definite desire to recover
a truly timeless style and find within it an innovative boost in order to project a new
aesthetic concept into the future.
It’s a concept that therefore celebrates the special union of old and new represented
by the new Codecasa 42 Vintage, a motor yacht devised to meet the ever-growing
need to return to large spaces and simplicity of use, alongside the growing, more
innovative quest for comfortable interiors and functional accessories. For the
exterior of the new Codecasa 42 Vintage, lines with a faintly retro flavour form a
beautiful style of yesteryear that can still awaken strong, exhilarating emotions.
Inside, the richness of valuable materials is allied with an intentionally sober,
relaxed interior design that produces an enveloping welcoming effect capable of
evoking luxurious sensations and exclusive atmospheres.
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White predominates in the exclusive interiors
and is used extensively throughout every space
on the vessel. The lacquered wood used for the
furniture is in white, as is the wall cladding.

Codecasa 42 Vintage

Naturally, the new Codecasa 42 Vintage harmoniously weds the glamour of the past
with the advantages of modernity: classic aesthetic forms coexist with the most
advanced technology. Designed with all the experience and skill of the glorious
Italian shipyard Codecasa, the new Codecasa 42 Vintage has been built using
cutting-edge construction techniques. The hull is in high-resistance AH36 steel and
the superstructure is in 5083 H 321 aluminium light alloy. Now that the vessel is
complete, the new motor yacht is 42.5 metres in length with a beam of 9 metres,
with displacement when fully loaded verging on 400 tonnes. In its engine room, the
new Codecasa 42 Vintage has two powerful, reliable CAT 3512C engines by
Caterpillar, each capable of supplying power of 1,650 HP. Coupled to Schaffran S
class five-blade propellers, the engines can push the new motor yacht to a top speed
of 17 knots. At 11 knots, the yacht has a range of 4,000 nautical miles. Safety at
sea is ensured by the latest equipment to make this motor yacht safe and suitable
for long-distance travel in all weather conditions.
The guarantees provided by the best official certifications from internationally
recognised classification bodies, such as Lloyd’s Register of Shipping and the
Maritime and Coastguard Agency also naturally confirm the construction quality.
In accordance with Cantieri Navali Codecasa’s plans for the design of the new
Vintage Series, the new Codecasa 42 Vintage also offers measured sailing without
excessive speed – and consequently without excessive fuel consumption and
management costs. It’s a vessel for those who can afford one of the most exclusive
luxuries: calm – the calm of those who don’t need to rush.
“Finally, a vessel that is comfortable but not excessive, reassuring but not too fast,
on which the modern owner can once again be in charge of his or her own time,
savouring the pleasure of sailing in total comfort without making mad dashes to
reach the destination.”
To spoil the Owner and guests during voyages and stays on board, the first hull of
the new Codecasa 42 will also have a crew of seven in total: the vessel’s layout has
three double cabins for the crew and a single cabin for the captain.
With its high vertical prow, robust and upright, preceding powerfully built long
walls, the new Codecasa 42 Vintage is a true water fortress, designed to form a
protective and welcoming coffer within which to welcome the Owner and guests,
and offer them huge open-air spaces and spacious interiors.
With comfortable outdoor areas suggesting a vital symbiosis with the surrounding
marine environment, the new Codecasa 42 Vintage demonstrates its vocation for
long cruises and expresses all its potential for open-air entertainment. Outside, the
vessel offers the Owner and guests the spacious living area of the wheelhouse, laid
out with a table and chairs partially protected by the overhanging deck above,
together with a comfortable dining area on the steerage deck protected from the
sun’s rays by a retractable cover. Alongside, a huge sunbathing area with
deckchairs is connected via an external staircase to another large sunbathing area
on the panoramic sun deck, which also has comfortable chairs forward and an area
protected by a large central hard top. The new Codecasa 42 Vintage accompanies
these generous open-air spaces with equally generous interiors.
On the wheelhouse deck, there is an intimate, welcoming indoor dining area, which
nonetheless has a glass door that opens to connect to the external dining area and
sunbathing area to form a single large space for on-board parties.
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 The guest cabin

 The upper saloon

Moving the dining area to the upper deck also means that the living area occupies
the whole of the light, spectacular salon on the main deck, which can be accessed
from the wheelhouse through a glass door.
The Owner’s suite is also on the main deck, located far forward to ensure maximum
tranquillity and total privacy. For its part, the guest area is located in the centre of
the vessel on the lower deck. It includes four comfortable cabins, of which the two
aft cabins have double beds and the two forward ones have twin beds, as well as a
third fold-away bed.
For the interior design exclusively conceived for the first hull of the Codecasa 42
Vintage, the boat’s Owners entrusted the demanding task of transforming their
wishes into a reality to Anna Maria and Franco Della Role, who have worked
closely with Cantieri Navali Codecasa for many years.
For the fittings of the prestigious vessel, the two designers created a luxurious but
sober style, with interiors characterised by light and consistent coordination of
furnishings and decorative elements.
White predominates heavily in the exclusive interiors of the new Codecasa 42
Vintage, used extensively throughout every space on the vessel. The precious
lacquered wood for the furniture and the wall cladding is white, as is the variety of
marble used for the cladding and floors in the bathrooms. The materials and fabrics
used in the interiors throughout are also white, although differentiated with linear
geometric motifs coloured differently in each of the various spaces to give them
individual character. For example, the salon features dark blue, deep black and
light brown, the Owner’s suite is in bright red, beige and dark green, the double
guest cabins are marked out with dark blue and full white, and for the twin guest
cabins the colours are deep black, beige and bright red.

The materials and
fabrics used throughout
are also white,
but differentiated by
linear geometric motifs
all coloured differently
in each of the various
spaces to give them an
individual character.

Flaviano Perelli
Photos by Alessandro Braida
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Profile

Highlighted in the layout: on the wheelhouse deck there
is an intimate, welcoming indoor dining area,
which nonetheless has a glass door that opens to connect to
the external dining area to aft and the sunbathing area
to form a single large space for on-board parties.

Codecasa 42 Vintage

Sun deck

Bridge deck

Main deck

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Hull
Superstructure
LOA
Beam overall
Draft ma.
Displacement
Fuel capacity
Fresh water capacity
Main engines
Marine propulsion
Propellers
Generators
Max. speed
Range at cruising speed
Fuel capacity
Fresh water capacity
Accommodation

Lower deck

Classification
Year
Naval Architect
Exterior styling
Interior design
Builder
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Steel AH36
Aluminium 5083 H321
42.50 m / 139’43’’ ft
9.00 m / 29’52’’ ft
2.70 m / 8’85’’ft
400 tons
40,450 litres / 10,68576 US gallons
10,000 litres / 2,6417205 US gallons
2 x Caterpillar 3512C (1.230 kW / 1.650 hp @ 1.800 rpm)
ZF 4661
2 Schaffran five blade, class S
2 Caterpillar C 4.4 86 kW each
17 knots @ light displacement 340T. approx.
4,000 Nautical miles at 11 knots
77,000 litres / 20,341248 US gallons
14,000 litres / 3,6984087 US gallons
1 Owner’s suite
2 Guests cabins
2 Twin bedded guests cabins
1 Captain’s cabin
3 Crew’s cabins
Lloyd’s 100 A1, SSC “ Yacht” Mono G6, LMC,
Full MCA Compliant
2011
Codecasa
Codecasa
Studio Annamaria and Franco Della Role
Cantieri Navali Codecasa
info@codecasayachts.com
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